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Bug Fixes and or Updates: 

 
Version: 4.8.2.6 
 
Changes 

-  Changed XML import for Discount tables to force users to save a .dis file to prevent errors when the 

original location was write protected. 

- Moved the “Edit Type File Path” for panel types from the sub category of Teknion to the main list of 

ProjectTools under the Tools menu.  This assists all users to update broken links when using a panel 

builder. 

- Minor changes to ProjectSpec Print to resolve several know user errors. 

- Updated .XML export to latest OFDA standards. 

 
Version: 4.8.2.3 
 
New 

-  Added XML import for Discount tables to bring in HermanMiller Kiosk XML discount contracts. 

Version: 4.8.0.2 
 
Bug and Fixes 

-  Reimplemented a section of code that will actually copy the tag(s) into the SIF when pricing from a 

file.  

- Enhanced the speed of the Part Previewer to generate the image in the SIF for slower machines. 

- Corrections for exporting to a comma separated file and preserving the Part Description information 

when it contains unit information such as double quotes to indicate inches. i.e. 24" x 36” 

- Update to SpecPrint where the default PDF name is now the SIF name and not the report name. 

Version: 4.8.0.0 
 
New / Updated Features 

-  Released the new Part Previewer in the Catalog Reader 

- Added an option to the ProjectSpec Preferences to “add image” on Price Line or Price From Catalog 

ProjectSpec Versions 4.7.x.x 

 
Version: 4.7.3.1 
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Bug and Fixes 

-  Updates when pricing from a file and ignoring the tags.  This scenario was not working correctly and 

has been corrected. 

-  Include the usage of .png files for edit picture operations. 

- Corrected a bug when pricing from a file and using specials. 

Version: 4.7.3.0 

 
Bug and Fixes 

- Enhancement to provide the ability of exporting data from a current sif to different formats via a 

selection of records specified by a filter dialog. 

-  Updates for Steelcase COM and processing of keys better. 

o  The quantity was being auto entered for a part which is not correct. 

o Only the Keys should populate the quantity field. 

Version: 4.7.2.0 
 
Bug and Fixes 

-  Addition of Teknion Panel Builder selections, Altos/Optos and Leverage. 

-  Correction of dragging and dropping other files types on ProjectSpec that are not .sif files. Those 

files that were not ProjectSpec related where being inadvertently removed. 

Version: 4.7.1.5 
 
Bug and Fixes 

-  Corrected issues of retaining toggle of ignore special numbers (on/off) when performing a “Price 

from File” operation.  

-  Correction for matching parts and special numbers when performing a “Price from File” operation. 

Version: 4.7.1.4 
 
Bug and Fixes 

-  Inserted a 'None' place holder for option description, if the user edited the options and removed a 

description. The problem would occur if there was more than one option, and the first option 

description was removed and the second left in place. When returning back to the spreadsheet view 

the second description would be pushed up to the first slot and that is incorrect. 

Version: 4.7.0.4 
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Bug and Fixes 

- Corrections for Price Line of records and prices not appearing for options correctly. 

- Updates to XML export operation to conform to the OFDA 4.0.0.1 standard schema and documents.  

- Remember the last path accessed when opening and or saving a file. 

- Update for discounting to allow up to a 3 digit discount. 

- When pricing a selection set of records from the catalog, those records that are special will not have 

the price adjusted by the Price from Catalog operation.  

- ProjectSpec  Print no longer requires generates an error when XML files are not found in the default 

path. 

- ProjectSpec Print fields have been lengthen to fix errors when printing longer than expected fields. 

- ProjectSpec Print corrected an issue when printing a report, a similarly named report actually 

printed. 

New / Updated Features 

-  Addition for Teknion Studio export operation.  

- When opening a CAP SIF, the CAP ALIAS fields are imported into the TAG fields. 

- When opening a CAP SIF, the Teknion Special’s fields are correctly imported in to the CR, SIF 

NOTE, and REPORT NOTE fields. 

 
Version: 4.7.0.2 
 
New/Updated Features 

- New ProjectSpec print program introduced.  “Classic” print will remain in ProjectSpec under a 

new menu in the FILE menu. 

 

ProjectSpec Versions 4.6.x.x 

 
Version: 4.6.0.5 
 
Bug and Fixes 

- Fixed Crashes if user hand typed part number and description and tried to save the file. 

- Fixed Crashes if clicking in and out of ProjectSpec between multiple applications. 

New / Updated Features 
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- Added ability to “Ignore Tags” when PRICING FROM FILE.  There is a checkbox below the OK in 

the first dialog box after initiating the PRICE FROM FILE command. 

- Added Version Checker.  This will scan the ProjectMatrix website to detect newer versions of 

ProjectSpec. 

Version: 4.6.0.2 
 
Bug and Fixes 

- Corrected an issue where Merged lines could not be expanded. 

 
Version: 4.6.0 
CatalogReaderdll.dll version: 1.6.0.0 
 
Bug and Fixes 

- Initialization files have been moved to locations that are user centric. Files Moved are listed 

below. 

- PSCatalogsActive.ini 

- User's AppData\Roaming\ProjectMatrix folder 

- PSInstalledPointer.ini 

- All Users general folder ~\ProgramData\ProjectMatrix 

- Updated sorting to use temp file location that is UAC user friendly. 

- Added proper error handling for “My Documents” locations not being accessible. 

- Added technical support logging. 

- Corrected issue applying title that would inadvertently adding an additional record  that was not 

visible to the end-user. 

- Updated file association to set with the installer. 

- Corrected issue with missing option if option table was called before. 

- Improved block preview error catching to now show empty screens when blocks are not found. 

- General memory and performance improvements to the catalog viewer. 

New / Updated Features 

- Merge files now use the type path field for first option in expand merge.  Now allowing the 

builders to pass info to ProjectSpec to allow automatic expand. 

- Expand Merge now will add the tags from the merge record to the new imported records from 

overwriting tags from the merged file.  
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ProjectSpec Versions 4.5.x.x 

Version 4.5.4.0 
- FIX:  This fixes a version number issue for the Teknion Export feature.  All Teknion users should use this 

version! 

 

- FIX:  The CatalogReader has been fixed so that supplied images appear when records are inserted from 

both the Catalog Reader and when inserting by Part Number.  If you need to refresh all images, running 

OptionAll (F10) will update the images. 

Version 4.5.3.3 
- FIX:  Opening a SIF made in the previous version with TEKNION SPECIALS will correctly bring in the 

Report Note.  Last release was truncating to only 20 characters. 

 

- The application will no longer cleanup part images during startup. If necessary it will be a manual 

operation to clean those up via assistance from Technical Support. 

 

Version 4.5.3.0 

- Addition of TOC index, Enterprise Code and Enterprise Description to the spreadsheet view. 

- Corrections for Make Special Edit Options. General bugs and information not being display correctly 

and or missing entirely. This is when selecting a Teknion item and performing a "Make Special" 

operation and then editing the options for the item. 

- Additional update for Project Tools. 

- When using Teknion Make Special dialog, SIF Note, Report Note and Customer Request number is 

populated into the appropriate fields when viewing the document in spreadsheet mode. There is also 

the addition of tag4 and tag5 fields are well. 

- Correction for Unit Dealer, Dealer Percentage and Margin Percentage showing correct positive and 

negative values when importing a spreadsheet and using the Precedence of 'Unit Price' toggle set. 

- Added additional checking for Part Description, SIF Note and ReportNote fields on the Teknion Special 

dialog.  Additional enhancement informs the end-user if the text they are typing in those fields exceeds 

the limit for those fields. 

-Migration of CR#, SIF Note and Report Note from the Option Codes and Option Descriptions to the new 

fields of Special Number, SIF Note and Report Note. The new fields are now visible in the spreadsheet 

mode when viewing files in ProjectSpec. 
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-Existing documents that contains information as mentioned above will be mapped when a SIF file is 

opened. This is also true when Pricing from a File. 

- When inserting Subtotals into the document, the subtotal lines will be highlighted with gray in order to 

provide better visibility of where the subtotals are within the document.  

- When processing a line item record that is as Teknion that was made special,  if selecting the F2 key, 

will present the Teknion Special dialog instead of the CatalogViewer.  

- When trying to save company information to the Sold To/Ship To: when using project info,  there was a 

limit of roughly 323 records. This was increased to allow for more company information to be entered if 

need be.  

- When importing an Excel spreadsheet, if prices (List, Sell and Cost) contained a dollar sign '$' they will 

be processed properly.  A workaround was to change the excel cell types to numbers instead of currency 

before importing the spreadsheet into ProjectSpec. 

- Quantity field now accepts two decimal positions.  This will allow for entering a quantity of 1.75 for 

example. 

- Per user requests, the Unit List now allows for values up to $99,999,999.99 

- A fix has been added for custom parts not to ERROR when "Priced From Catalog".  The user will specify 

the line is custom by clicking on the black question mark to change it to a blue "C" to stand for CUSTOM.  

This denotes a custom line item and therefore will not be checked by the CatalogViewer. 

- A fix was made to the "Set Spreadsheet Column Display" so the screen does not scroll to the right. 

- ProjectSpec print program has been updated with the new fields for ProjectSpec.  TOC, Enterprise 

Code, Enterprise Description, CR#, SIF Note, or Report Note, can be found under the “GENERAL” tab in 

the Custom Layout Setup for adding these fields to your current templates. 


